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Published on Jan 22, 2016
Toyotaro's manga adaptation of Dragon Ball Super, Dragon Ball Chou has dropped it's 8th Chapter. It's left
a lot of questions and one burning one in particular. In this video, we look at the possibility of Gohan
Returning stronger in the Champa Arc of Dragon Ball Super.
IF it's possible, and when it might happen.
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You say Goku is more of a marketable character than Gohan?! And your reasoning is...
why?...because!
Gohan is the most exciting character in the Dragon Ball series because of his dynamic yin
& yang personality and since he possesses mystic warrior power and the only one
amongst the Z Pghters who does.
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Look below in my write up in the section "Gohan's Well Balanced Yin & Yang Persona" for
details.
Look below in my write up in the section Gohan Mystic Warrior" for details.
So why has Gohan's character been diminished?

7:55

Look below in my write up in the section "Memorial to Gohan" to know the because!
MEMORIAL to GOHAN
When the full-blooded Saiyans’ die the half-breed Saiyan, Gohan – the Mystic Warrior must be there to carry the TORCH – source of enlightenment.
So why isn't he? Why did Akira Toriyama create Gohan only to destroy Gohan??? It does

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0i6t1na6W7k
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not make any sense!!!
Here is a clue! Have you ever wondered why your favorite hero/heroine movies either have
no sequels to them or have sequels that are not as good as the original movie?
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Gohan is a Dragon Ball character VIEWERS can RELATE to.
So Akira Toriyama decided to marginalize Gohan for the reason that Akira Toriyama's
Dragon Ball Series has been hijacked by THE POWERS THAT BE in our own world of good
and evil in order to DEPRIVE us of the AWESOME INSPIRATION GOHAN'S AURA ALWAYS
SHOT US in the NERVOUS SYSTEM with so that we will CEASE and DESIST from doing
something HEROIC to make our OWN WORLD a BETTER SAFER PLACE to live in.
So who is going to be the greatest HERO at the end of Dragon Ball? Vegeta?! Vegeta is not
only from a superior warrior RACE - the Saiyans, but Vegeta is also the PRINCE of the
Saiyan Race. Or, maybe Trunks, who is the son of the Prince of the proud Saiyans?! After
all, only ROYALTY from the ARYAN RACE can be the BEST, right?! We are to admire them,
worship them, and serve them…those ELITISTS who are destroying our world; who are
such pathetic, pitiful BULLY COWARDS they are THREATENED by the rest of us being
INSPIRED by a mere CARTOON of Pction!
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“You can’t destroy what I am. There is no end for me, no end.” [Gohan, History of Trunks,
DBZ].
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GOHAN MYSTIC WARRIOR
A Mystic Warrior is one who is an ally to God – the ultimate & absolute power source of
the entire cosmos. It is from Divine energy that one is able to UNLEASH thru righteous
anger UNLIMITED potential Pghting POWER.
Gohan’s heroic strength is measured by the size of his compassionate heart. Gohan’s love
for humanity is so vast Gohan does NOT just Pght for his family or his friends, but for the
whole world. So God gave Gohan the gift of the mystic warrior to use for humanity's sake.
Gohan is the only Z Pghter who is a mystic warrior. No other citizen of earth has such
potential power including the Z Pghters.
Vegeta - a full-blooded Saiyan Prince is not a mystic warrior because he only Pghts since
he loves to Pght and in order to surpass Goku. Goku, whose name means, "He who saves
lives" is not a mystic warrior since although he is a hero who Pghts to protect justice he
also Pghts since he loves to Pght and in order to be number one under the sun. Gohan,
however, only Pghts to protect justice and for no other reason. So his heart is entirely pure.
For the purpose of Pghting is to no longer have to Pght. To NOT let Gohan use his one of a
kind contribution to the world is a DISGRACE.
A lot of fans love Gohan because of his awesome POWER. Some fans, like myself, love
Gohan because of his compassionate CHARACTER. Gohan’s CHARACTER and Gohan’s
POWER cannot exist one without the other for it is his PURE HEARTED rage to only Pght to
protect justice that fuels an UNLIMITED potential power in him, which makes Gohan the
strongest Pghter of all. Being that Gohan is a mystic warrior, Gohan in potential is able to
access unlimited Saiyan strength and unlimited Saiyan speed in order to attain whatever
power level is required of him to beat whichever foes emerge to threaten innocent lives
throughout the Dragon Ball Sagas.
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Gohan hates to Pght but Gohan loves being a hero. In times of peace Gohan is a
HUSBAND, FATHER and SCHOLAR. But in times of war Gohan is a FIGHTER who protects
justice. But no, Gohan cannot be a husband, father, scholar, and a warrior can he? Yes he
can! Just like we people have to execute different roles in our lives in order to survive and
thrive...how much the more so Gohan can with all of his immense vigor and intense
energy.
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Reply •
Master Bruce 2 months ago
he didn't
Reply • 1
darren hall 4 months ago
when does dbs. come on America's
tv
Reply •
Dayanara Miranda 4 months ago
gohan is gonna win
Reply •
Jack Ross 5 months ago
#BringBackGohan2016
Reply •
Bruce Wayne 5 months ago
One reason why Gohan should be the hero is b/c he's actually a REAL hero someone who
Pghts not b\c they want to but b/c they need just like Superman. Goku should have been
the new Vegeta and have Gohan as the knew Goku. I use to be a HUGE Goku fan but
considering that he loves to Pght (Freakin thanks alot Ares) lol I don't really see him as a
hero
he's dead to me.! 
Readanymore
more
Reply •
Bruce Wayne 5 months ago
But seriously I hope Gohan becomes the same hero back from the cell games because we
all know that he is the one person that surpassed Goku at a excessively powerful level and
he's really gonna need the strength to reassure that it will not be a reenactment of the
movie revival of frieza where he's pretty much Yamcha no offense to all you Yamcha fans
Reply •
Bruce Wayne 5 months ago
That's a good way to describe Gohan
Reply •
MaxMikescrool1 6 months ago
Thumbnail makes me happy. Lol I would have loved to see Gohan vs. Winnie the Pooh. I
feel like Gohan would end the match quickly because he would realize all he had to do was
lift him and throw him out the ring
Reply •
Emmanuel Habtegabre 6 months ago
why is there two types of version of this movie like in one version gohan is almost killed
but piccolo dies for him i think but gohan gets severely injured and the other version is
where gohan and piccolo are still alive and not hurt like the other version
Reply •
Nicholaus Buthmann 6 months ago
Gohan needs to go surrender himself to being retrained by "Vegeta" not Piccolo. As Vegeta
will be absolutely fucking merciless to him!
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Reply •
Mysterious Nip 6 months ago
Im honestly liking goku less and less tbh he's stayed the same while Gohan has evolved
and changed and so has Vegeta tbh... although I found Vegeta annoying at the beginning
of dbz I'm really beginning to like him in dragon ball super
Reply •
Iron milk 6 months ago
Yajirobi was a naturally strong Pghter, he is a bitch. He could have kept on training and
learned how to uy.
Reply •
Sierra Airey 6 months ago (edited)
First, off: Really hope that Gohan does get to Pght in Buu's place. Second... Is there a
possibility that Gohan may actually die?
Reply •
StartUpInACar 6 months ago
the idea of a "replacement" doesn't make much sense. The whole point of the tournament
is to eliminate contestants, right? I get that they only want to Pght against smart beings,
but In my mind it makes more sense that each team starts out with 5 Pghters, and then
each team enters the "pipeline" of the tournament, where Pghters are eliminated until there
is
onlymore
one team standing. Part of that pipeline is the written test. failing the test is similar
Read
to losing a Pght. Lose the Pght and your out. There shouldn't be a 'replacement'
Reply •
stomp21 6 months ago (edited)
i have a feeling the replacement will the legendary super saiyan from universe 6...the one
who whis trained and has his signature on his vest.. for reference check this link and scroll
down http://www.kanzenshuu.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=7&t=32224
Reply •
Armartis Young 6 months ago
well how the hell did goku pass it to then..being that he is just as stupid as buu
Reply •
astien perez 6 months ago
gohans not coming back, if you lose the Pght than your out, team beerus will eliminate
enough champa Pghters so that its equal, vegeta is going to sweep through all of them
Reply •
Darth Truth 6 months ago
no one will replace bu in the tournament
Reply •
Lakeith Adamson 6 months ago
so does this mean right now everyone is stronger than their GT forms
Reply •
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